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ART. XII.—The Town's Book of Biggar, Isle of Walney,. 
1830 to 1895. By H. GARENCIERES PEARSON. 

Read at Carlisle, September 8th, 1910. 

A TOWN'S book, otherwise known as " the Grave 
Book," has been kept from time immemorial, but 

unfortunately only the latest volume remains in existence. 
Owing to the geographical position of the township of 

Biggar, the entries in the record of its local self govern-
ment are probably more interesting than those of other 
places in the same manor. 

The township consisted of 16 tenements. It is situate 
in the southern part of the Isle of Walney, and is included 
in the manor of Plain Furness. The name " Plain " 
Furness, in my opinion, refers to the treeless and bleak 
aspect of this western side of the peninsula, and is not 
used in the ordinary modern sense, the whole of the 
remainder of the manor being hilly, or rather hummocky_ 
Of level ground there is little or none. 

The township extends from Tummer Hill, which is 
about the middle of the island, on the north to the Snabs, 
where it joins the tenements of the separate division of 
South End, on the south. Each tenement originally 
comprised a house and about 6o acres of land. Owing 
to erosion, they now scarcely include 40 acres. The 
houses are all grouped together about midway between 
the north and south boundaries. 

The peculiar position of the township makes much of 
the land liable to flooding by the sea at high tides on the 
east or channel side. The erosion on the west or sea side, 
which has in living memory destroyed well on to zoo yards 
in width of the fields and common pastures, has long been 
a matter beyond remedy, though some attempts to fight' 
against it appear to have been made in the time when the 
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monks of Furness Abbey were lords of the manor. The 
flooding on part of the east side north of the village is 
provided against by the Biggar Dyke, which protects the 
high road to the mainland. It is an embankment formed 
of the boulders picked up from the shore, the building of 
which must have been a great undertaking. It consumed 
all the large boulder stone procurable on this side of the 
island within the limits of the village. There are also 
smaller dykes further south, and through these embank-
ments there are three goits or sluices furnished with a 
cover or trap door at the exit, which close at high water 
against the tide. These are locally called " panes "-
compare the word "counterpanes." There is one through 
Biggar Dyke to the Green, one at Creephaw Marsh, and 
another at Wylock Marsh. 

BIGGAR VILLAGE FROM THE WEST. 
Drawn by the Author. 

Another matter, if not peculiar to Walney, was of great 
value to the inhabitants—namely, the " tangle " or sea 
weed washed up on the west side of the island. There 
are indications still to be found on the High Bank (now 
better known as Biggar Bank) that at one tine kelp was 
burned for potash, but more recently its use has been for 
manure for the land,, and also, as to the lighter parts 
washed high up and dried by the sun, for fuel. 

As in the earlier days, the only other supply of the 
latter (except driftwood) was peat, led from Kirkby Moor.. 
This was distinctly valuable for the purpose. 

The turf and whin bushes also which grew on the 
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wastes were, in the absence of a wood supply, useful for 
fuel, and (after the land was enclosed) for mending the 
" cops" made of turfs and boulders by which the fields 
were divided. 

In order that the benefit of these natural crops might 
be equally shared, the west shore of the township was 
divided into 17 distinct lengths known as "tangle dales," 
one of which belonged to each of the 16 tenements, there 
being one over which belonged to the township as a 
whole. 

In like manner the parts of the wastes or unenclosed 
lands which_ grew whins were divided into 17 " whin 
dales," one again being reserved for township uses. 

There were two large wastes or unenclosed pastures on 
the west side of the island divided by arable land into two 

BIGGAR VILLAGE FROM THE NORTH-EAST. 
Drawn by the Author. 

parts, one of which (the Biggar Bank before referred to) 
was known as the " High Bank " and the other the "Low 
Bank" and "Cow Leys Bank." There were also several 
other wastes of smaller size on the east side. 

Some of these wastes were common property of the 
township. An old book given me by the late Mr. J. R. 
Cragg, whose father was an attorney, and evidently made 
very careful notes and surveys, has the ,following entry 

Laminda Sike reeds belongs to. the 4  men yearly and Benth at 
Benthaw :—Coat Doors and tangle Dales beloiligs to the town. 

Back of Biggar Dyke and Lane betwixt Snab and Lane to Simsed 
Pot belongs to the town. 
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All the ground within Wylock Dike inside of Snab belongs to the 
Town for repairing the said Dike and all Backside of Wilock Dike 
down to Snab belongs to the Town to Myers Field. 

Brunt Riggs Road belongs to all. 

On all there was a common right to graze in the winter, 
but in the summer—i.e., from the 13th May to the i3th 
November—it was limited to a certain number of " cow 
grasses " for each tenement. A cow-grass was the eatage 
for one cow or two stirks or yearlings, or two cow-grasses 
could maintain three two-year-olds. The township itself 
had cow-grass on each bank. The care of the cattle in 
summer required the services of two herds, one for the 
High and one for the Low bank. For the Low bank, 
since almost washed away, the herd was formerly provided. 
with a cottage at Trough Head and a meadow adjoining. 
it, which were township property. This cottage has fallen 
into the sea within the last 20 years, and the meadow 
also is almost gone. The herd of the High bank had no 
cottage, but he had a whittlegait or a right to his meals 
from each of the 16 tenements in rotation. Since the 
cottage has gone both herds are treated in the same 
way. 

The township also held other property—namely, another 
small field (now almost gone) on the west side, and the 
pinfold and smithy in the village. 

The fencing of the southernmost fence of the township 
adjoining South End was a township duty ; its length is. 
about 304 yards, and in 1884 it was divided into 16 lengths 
of 19 yards each, and in this proportion it is still repaired 
by the tenant of each farm representing one of the 16, 
original tenements. 

All but one of the tenants of this township had yet 
another property, which lay altogether outside its 
boundary. This was a right to cut peats on a part of 
Kirkby or Angerton Moss in the parish of Kirkby-in-
Furness, where each tenement had its peat dale. In. 
order to get the peats home they had a right to cart 
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them over Sandscale tenement (which is on the mainland 
opposite to the north end of Walney) down to Cocken 
Ford over the channel. The carting of peats was a long 
day's work, the direct journey being ten miles, and 
having to be regulated by the tides. The course was 
along the Walney channel on the west side as far as the 
Cocken ford, then along the sands on the east side to 
Sandscale, across that promontory and along the sands 
again to nearly opposite Marsh Grange, and from there 
by the road to Kirkby. From a note in another old book, 
which belonged to a former vicar of Walney—" Parson 
Troughton "—one tenement " had a whin dale at Hillock 
Whins, which is a very large parcel, instead of turf 
ground at Angerton Moss." This right of cutting peats 
has not been exercised for many years, but it has been 
in living memory ; and even since the railway was made 
peats have sometimes been brought by rail to Barrow. It 
would not probably be difficult to 'identify these peat dales. 
There is a map in Mr. Cragg's old book above referred 
to which shows them (see p. 190). 

It appears therefore that the government of this town-
ship provided more than ordinary work for its officers, 
and for this reason probably it has survived longer 
unaltered than that of others. 

The head of this government was the " grave." He 
was not elected, but each tenement holder or his repre-
sentative took the office and responsibility for a year in a 
regular rotation, which was handed down by tradition 
and was well known to all. There are lists extant made 
from time to time in the present town book and in Mr. 
Cragg's book. The first "grave" of whom a note has been 
found was William Greenwood, who was in office in 
1781. 

With the " grave " were associated three other tene-
ment holders known as "pane lookers." This name is 
locally believed to refer to the fact that their principal duty 
was to see to the efficiency and repairs of the panes or 
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flaps of the goits, and to see that any defect was remedied 
before a tide did irreparable damage. They also were to 
advise with and see that the " grave " did his work. Any 
damage to the dykes or panes was a matter for immediate 
attention, and the "grave" in an emergency could call for 
two men with horses and carts from each tenement. 

The " grave " and the three " pane lookers " were 
generally referred to as " the four men." 

The township meeting is held on or about the 13th of 
April, which is the beginning of the " frithing " month,. 
or the month when the wastes were cleared for a month 
before May Day for pasture, and when the herds began 
their work. 

The records are kept in a book which is in the custody 
of the " grave." Unfortunately the book prior to 1830 
was allowed to be destroyed by mice ! 

The town book in earlier days was presented by the 
" grave " to the steward of the manor at the annual court 
held at Dalton Castle, but for the last 15 or 20 years, at 
any rate, it has never been presented, and there are no 
recent records of its having been so. 

In Mr. Cragg's book in an entry :- 

1792 May, Order in Dalton Court. 
If any man or vessel that loads any stones of Backside Walney 

under penalty £1 19S I'd. 
1796 (or 1791) May. An Order in Court that no gaps nor roads 

to be cut in Biggar Dyke any more if they are under penalty of 
£1 19S. 

Likewise if the four men is not returned and sworn under penalty 
of ios. 

Mr. Richardson Old Park foreman of Jury same time. 

At the annual meeting in former days it was decided as. 
to how the cultivation  of the riggs or unenclosed arable 
fields should be arranged, and whether they should plough 
the rigg to the north or to the south of the hamlet. At 
present the only lands left open—viz., the Brunt Riggs 
are ploughed for five years and grazed for five years. 
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The first two entries in the town book are as follow, and 
will suffice as samples of the whole of them :— 

183o Thos. Trainer Woodburn, Grave 
The said Thos. Trainer Woodburn for 2 
James Mount 
John Heslam 	 Painlookers 
Leonard Gould 
Hind to enter at Wm. Riley's, id to Wm. Riley 
Paid Thos. Postlethwaite for a gate for Cross Dyke 4s 6d 

William Riley was probably the outgoing " grave," and 
this id. was the balance of his account. 

1831 Thos. Trainer Woodburn, Grave, Wan's Estate 
The said Thos. Trainer Woodburn 

Richard Fell 
Richd. Spencer 	Pain lookers 
John Heslam 

Hind to enter at Richd. Fell's I day, 7d due to T. Woodburn 
1831 April 11th Towns Field and Tangle Dale let for the term of 

3 years at 125 per year, Miles Heslam the taker. 

Thomas Trainer Woodburn was the owner of two tene-
ments, and consequently held office two years. 

The herd of the high bank was to take his meals at R. 
Fell's, and then go on each day to the others. In July 
of the next year, 1832, the 12s. is noted as received from 
Heslam, and there is an entry of the purchase of a new 
basket, iod. This was for the herd, in which to carry out 
his midday meal. There is also an entry of a new stoop 
for 'Cross Dyke, is. 

From notes in the old books as to various gates opening 
on the wastes, some were evidently reparable by the 
owners of particular estates, but others (including Cross 
Dyke lane gate) belonged to the town. 

In 1833 the " grave " has 2s. 2d. in hand, owing to the 
letting of the field and tangle dale. In 1835 the town 
field is let at 2s. 6d., and the tangle "dale at 7s. 

There is not much worth noting in the entries for the 
next few years. In 1839 Robert Troughton became 
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grave " for the half estates." One estate had in some way 
prior to 1790 become divided between two owners, but for 
town purposes it continued to be treated as one only. In 
1839 there is an entry of the letting of a bull grass for 
Is. 7d. to Richard Fell, but this was an experiment, and 
was not repeated. He, however, took the town cow grass 
at E1 7s. 

This year and in 1841 the income for the town for the 
tangle dale, town field and cow grass was £2 13s. In 
1842 the Trough Head cottage and meadow and both the 
town grasses were let to Dorothy Pedder, farmer, and 
with the rent of the tangle dales and field the public 
income rose to the substantial sum of £11 2s. 

In 1844 Thomas Tyson is "grave" for the school estate. 
This estate belongs to trustees for the Green School at 
Dalton, and is believed to have been purchased by them 
as trustees of a sum of £220, which was bequeathed to 
them by the will of Thomas Boulton in 1622. 

In 1846 there is an entry :—" paid Wm. Myers for 
assisting the herd during the frithing month 5s." This 
as before explained, was from the 12th April to the 12th 
May, when the High and Low banks were kept clear of 
cattle. 

In 1848 the value of the cow grasses had risen, and 
they were now let at £6 is. The name of Dorothy 
Pedder disappeared, and John Riley took the land at the 
same rent. 

In this year appears an entry :—[received the sum of]; 
"5s. for holding sports on the High Bank." This is the 
first entry of this kind in the book, and the date is that 
when Barrow had just begun to grow. In much earlier 
times, according to tradition, there were great days when 
cockfighting and horseracing took place on the Bank and 
people paid to have stalls for nuts and oranges, but of 
this there is no written record. This note, however, is 
interesting as it shows that the tenement holders never 
had any idea of allowing that the public had any such 

o 
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rights on the High Bank, beyond a right of way, as were 
subsequently claimed for them. 

The entries for 1851 give no account, and there are 
none for 1852. 

In 1853 occurs the last letting of the town tangledale. 
Manure and fuel were by this time more easily obtainable, 
and now any one who cares to collect it takes it where he 
likes irrespective of boundaries. 

At this date occurs in Mr. Cragg's book the following 
memorandum :- 
Thomas Trainer Woodburn James Kendall Thomas Berry John R. 
Cragg William Storey John Haslam Robert Troughton William 
Tyson Thomas Tyson agree to give to John Chapman the sum of 
Two shillings and sixpence per Tenement for killing Moles on their 
land in Walney and so in proportion for a greater or less quantity 
than a tenement for each year during the next fourteen years to be 
paid yearly on the 5th of April. If they are not satisfactorily killed 
a majority of the above to have a vote to put an end to the contract. 

Dated the 27th Deer. 183o. 

This entry includes among the names James Kendall 
and Thomas Berry, who were not tenants at Biggar, but 
of the tenements of South End, a separate division of the 
manor. A mole catcher is still always engaged for a term 
of years. 

In 186o the town field is let for a term of six years. 
In 1863 appears an ominous entry :—" Paid herd for 

overtime as." Showing the approach of Barrow and the. 
enlightenment of the working man ! 

Next year the herd's house at Trough Head had to be 
repaired by slating the west end of it, and there is an 
entry " £2 i6s 4d slates for the new end of Hi House 
allowed for." Probably the sea was now getting very 
near it. 

In 1867 is an entry:—" John Haslam hung Thorn Hook 
Gate for Half Estate." This gate was a most important 
one, as it kept the cattle on the green close to the houses, 
and was reparable not by the township, but by each tene-
ment holder in turn. 
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The gates reparable by the township were Bent How 
gate, Cow Head gate, and Cross Dyke Lane gate ; Maw-
flat Lane gate was reparable by two tenements, Fisher's 
and Richardson's, and Carr Lane gate by two, Green-
wood's and Fell's. 

In 1869 is the first entry of a payment of money to the 
herd :—" £2 5s. Dog 5s." " Paid J. R. Cragg for game 
£3." There was a new arrangement for the herd, and 
the first entry of a shooting rent. 

In 1874 occurs the entry:—" recd of Thomas Picthall 8s 
for right of way 4s for old House and 4s for New House." 
These houses, one of which was a beer house, were built 
in a field which abutted on a part of the Biggar Marsh to 
the north. The access to the field had been by gates at 
the east and west ends ; consequently the new access was 
by trespass over the waste, and the "grave" thus asserted 
the rights of the township. 

Thomas Sutcliffe Dawson bought a further part of the 
same field, and erected a public house (since destroyed by 
fire and never rebuilt), and for this he paid 8s. The 
" grave " when giving receipts for this sum " gave Mr. 
Dawson leave to hold pigeon shooting on Biggar Bank 
on New Year's Day, January ist, 1877, by paying the 
sum of is.," and on January 6th he makes the following 
memorandum, which is now interesting :— 

By Agreement entered into this day, 
January 6th, 1877, 

Between Thomas S. Dawson of Tummerhill and John Richardson 
Cragg of Biggar, the said Thomas S. Dawson have the privelege and 
use of Biggar Bank for the Golf Club upon payment of the sum of 
•One pound for a term to expire April ist, 1877. 

In 1877 is " red from T. S. Dawson the sum of £1 6s.; 
16s. for right of way and ios. for Biggar Bank for Good 
Friday and Easter Monday." 

In 1878, after some attempts were made by agitators to 
set up rights to the High Bank or Biggar Bank as a public 
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place, the tenement holders divided it into 16 parts, and 
fenced it off with rails. Some rioting took place, during 
which these fences and the gates were broken down. The 
Corporation of Barrow then induced the owners of the 16 
tenements to sell it to them for the very moderate sum of 
£i5oo. Though it has been a most fortunate thing for the 
Barrow public, and perhaps in the long run for the land-
owners, it was at the time a very bad bargain for the latter 
as they lost their best cow pasture. The public, however,. 
have secured one of the finest pleasure grounds in England, 
and botanists a most interesting natural garden. The 
futility, however, of the argument as to its being in any 
way a public space is shown by the fact that there was-
living at the time of the sale a man named John Haslam, 
then at the age of about 9o, who had himself in 18o5.. 

worked at the enclosure of the adjoining fields known now 
as Carrs which, prior to that time, had been part of the 
common pasture, and were enclosed when wheat was at a 
very high price. The township lost from this date the 
rents of Picthall and Dawson and the rent of cow grasses, 
altogether a sum of £6 a year, for which it got no com-
pensation. In order probably to recoup their losses the 
smithy was let for the first time in 1879 at £1, and con-
tinued to be let for that or smaller sums. Also a rent of 
1os. was obtained for Biggar Dyke—i.e., the pasture of the 
wastes within the dyke, which was township land. Ex-
penses now increased ; the herd had 5s. for a bed as well 
as 5s. for his dog, and he got a new basket. 

In 1883 the first tenement was enfranchised, and sold 
by auction in lots. The undivided sixteenth part of the 
wastes and pastures was put up and sold as one lot, and 
was separated from the rest of the tenement. Up to the 
present time, however, the tenant of the house belonging 
to the tenement has always rented the cow grasses, and 
it has made no difference as to the government of the 
township. 

The house at Trough Head about this time became 
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uninhabitable and had to be abandoned, but the meadow 
was let alone at £2 2s. 

In 1885 is the entry " Paid Herds Coat " as well as 
wages, bed, and dog ; and there is the first entry of paid 
rates, the Corporation having for the first time assessed 
the township land apart from the farms. 

In 1885 are charges for mole and rat-catching. 
In 1888 the meadow was not let, but the hay sold for 

£5, and manure for £2 Ios., probably tangle. 
In 1893 " Lying Poison " for rats is paid for by several 

persons, 6s: 8d. in all. 
In 1895 the smithy and meadow were still let, but the 

income is now reduced to E4.  1os., and as both herds have 
to be paid, " Herd Benson and Herd Wilson £2 5s. each, 
with two dogs and two beds," and, with repairs to the 
pinfold rails, the " grave " is 2d. out of pocket ! 

The town book has been kept up to the present day, 
though since a copy was made of it in 1895 it has lost one 
of its backs, and with it the record of three years ; but 
there are fewer entries, and those merely records of the 
appointments of the " grave " and ".pane lookers," who 
now, it may be observed, are called " plain lookers," 
following an old misspelling. 

It is interesting to note from this little record of Home 
Rule the way in which common interests have throughout 
various changes of tenants and ownership conduced to the 
keeping up of old customs and the performance of duties 
long after there ceased to be any power to enforce them. 

One tenement, quite two centuries ago, became vested 
in trustees ; another for some reason ceased to include a 
house ; another was split up into halves ; and latterly, all 
but two have been enfranchised, and parts of several have 
been sold off. 

Judging from the varying names of the tenants in the 
lists which have come down to us, the tenements in former 
times seem also to have frequently changed hands, and 
about the beginning of last century, when wheat was dear, 
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several were sold for large prices. Finally, several of the 
recent tenants have been " off-comes," as they are called 
by the older inhabitants—that is, imported from the 
mainland. If one among them had declined to accept the 
duties of " grave " or " pane looker " in his turn, it would 
have thrown the whole system out of gear, but they have 
all so far without friction fallen in with the ways of the 
place. 

North and South Vickerstown have in the last five or 
six years been built up on the island. Building operations 
are commencing at Tummerhill on the land abutting on 
Biggar Bank, and in all probability in the not-far-distant 
future the whole aspect of the island will be changed. 
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